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The unique properties of graphene and carbon nanotubes made them the most promising
nanomaterials attracting enormous attention, due to the prospects for applications in various
nanodevices, from nanoelectronics to sensors and energy conversion devices. Here we report on a novel
deterministic, single-step approach to simultaneous production and magnetic separation of graphene
flakes and carbon nanotubes in an arc discharge by splitting the high-temperature growth and lowtemperature separation zones using a non-uniform magnetic field and tailor-designed catalyst alloy,
and depositing nanotubes and graphene in different areas. Our results are very relevant to the
development of commercially-viable, single-step production of bulk amounts of high-quality graphene.

Introduction
Graphene flakes (GFs) and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are very
promising for molecular sensors, single-electron transistors,
supercapacitors, non-volatile memory devices, integrated
circuits, atomic-scale switches and other carbon-based electronic
and magneto-electronic devices.1–4 GFs and CNTs also demonstrate unique mechanical properties, thus being the most
prominent candidates for micro- and nano-electromechanical
systems.5–7 The production of GFs and CNTs usually requires
very specific and non-equilibrium process conditions, namely
a high influx of carbon material to the developing structures,
relatively high temperatures, as well as the presence of a customdesigned catalyst. That is why the nanotubes were first discovered
in carbon deposits of the arc discharge, where the above nonequilibrium conditions can be easily maintained owing to the
effect of high-density plasmas.8–10 Now, the arc discharge technique ensures the nanotube production in bulk amounts,11 and
remains among the most advanced and versatile techniques
suitable for large-scale production of high-quality carbon nanotubes. Most recently, arc discharge plasmas have also been
successfully used for the synthesis of graphene flakes.12,13
However, the issues of the GF large-scale production and process
control still remain essentially unresolved. Indeed, the majority of
the surface-based methods, such as micro-mechanical exfoliation,14 epitaxial growth on electrically insulating surfaces15 and
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graphene formation by thermal decomposition or thermal
annealing of silicon carbide16 and others17 have not reached the
expected process yields. This is why the arc discharge-based
technique still remains the most promising method for synthesizing high-quality GFs at industrial scales.
Given the phenomenal success of arc discharges in the
synthesis of high-quality CNTs in large amounts, and taking into
account the structural similarities of the GFs and the CNTs,
further development of the arc discharge-based systems for the
effective, high-throughput techniques for large-scale production
of freestanding graphene and carbon nanotubes is a highly
demanding issue. Moreover, since the CNTs and the GFs are in
most cases produced simultaneously, in the same discharge, the
development of the most commercially-viable, single-step
processes would require the discovery of the effective means of
the effective separation of these two nanostructures after the
growth process is complete. However, it is still not known how to
separate the graphene from nanotubes that are produced
simultaneously in this very fast process.18,19
In this paper, we report on a novel, single-step approach to
simultaneous production and separation of graphene flakes and
carbon nanotubes in the arc discharge plasmas. We demonstrate
that high quality graphene flakes and carbon nanotubes can be
effectively synthesized in the magnetic field – enhanced arc
discharge, and then deposited in different areas of the discharge
enhancing/separating magnet unit. The carbon samples were
analysed with the SEM, TEM, AFM, and Micro Raman
techniques.

Results and discussion
General approach
We have approached this problem deterministically, noting that
the effective production and separation of high-quality GFs and
CNTs in a single-step process set quite conflicting requirements.
Indeed, during the growth, both the GF and the CNTs should be
kept in the same discharge zone with the optimum nucleation and
growth conditions. Specifically, our approach relies on the
unprecedented combination of high-density plasma arc discharge
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with the unique ability to produce simultaneously the highquality carbon nanotubes and graphene flakes. A customized
non-uniform magnetic field is used to split the simultaneous
production of high-quality carbon nanotubes and graphene
flakes in the high-temperature, high-plasma-density growth zone
of the arc discharge, and magnetic separation of the nanotubes
and graphene in the low-temperature, low-plasma-density separation zone of the arc discharge whereupon the tailor-designed
Y-Ni catalyst transits from a non-magnetic and nanostructure
growth-supporting state in the hot growth zone to a ferromagnetic and growth-inhibiting state in the cold separation zone.
After that, mass-dependent magnetic separation force leads to
very effective deposition of the nanotubes and graphene in very
different collection areas.
Graphene and nanotube production and separation
With an external magnetic field applied to the discharge, the
plasma temperature and density significantly increase. The
plasma density is increased due to the effect of the magnetic field
which focuses the plasma jet. Indeed, magnetic confinement
restricts the plasma boundaries and prevents the plasma from

expansion. Another reason is the magnetization of plasma electrons which leads to more effective ionization of the neutral gas
atoms by electron impact. The plasma temperature, in turn,
increases in the magnetic field due to the stronger electric field in
the magnetized plasma, in contrast to the non-magnetic conditions.20,21
In dense plasmas, the ion bombardment associated processes
(mainly sputtering and heating) can play a significant role in the
nucleation and growth of graphene. Along with this, the electron
temperature in arc discharge plasmas is not too high. Hence, the
floating potential of the nanostructures in the plasma does not
exceed several volts. As a result, the energy of ions bombarding
the carbon nanostructure is low, so is the sputtering rate. This is
why the ion-related heating is the most important effect. Besides,
the rate of carbon deposition to nanostructures is also enhanced
by the influx of neutral atoms whose thermal energy is too low
for any effective sputtering.22
In the growth zone, the ambient temperature is much higher
than the Curie point of the catalyst nanoparticles which therefore
remain hot and non-magnetic. This is why the growth conditions
are determined by the high catalyst temperature and also a strong
incoming flux of carbon material. Outside of the optimum

Fig. 1 Experimental setup, photo of the plasma reactor and discharge, and SEM micrographs of representative graphene flakes. (a, b) Representative
SEM images of the carbon deposit collected from different collection areas. Ropes of carbon nanotubes found on the top and side surfaces of the
DESMU, in the areas close to the discharge; graphene layers found on the top and side surfaces of the DESMU, in the areas remote from the discharge.
An effective separation of the two different carbon nanostructures was ensured. (c) Schematic of the experimental setup. (d) Photograph of the
experimental setup. (e) Schematic of the mutual position of the cube-shaped magnet, anode and cathode, and the computed 2D map of the magnetic field
(field strength of 1.2 kG in the discharge gap was optimized for the highest yield of both GFs and CNTs). (f) Consecutive photographs of the discharge
development in the non-uniform magnetic field.
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growth zone, the plasma temperature and hence the catalyst
temperature decrease sharply. Further away, the temperature
decreases below the Curie point, the catalyst particles become
ferromagnetic, respond to the magnetic field, and the separation
process starts. Thus, the boundary between the growth and the
magnetic separation zones is determined by the catalyst alloy and
the plasma parameters. Indeed, in the high-density plasma the
catalyst is hot and non-magnetic; both GF and CNT are developing in the optimum growth zone with no magnetic separation.
On the other hand, in the separation zone the plasma density
and the temperature are low, and the catalyst is cold. Hence,
while the growth is disabled, the magnetic separation starts. To
this end, the optimized composition of the two transition metals,
yttrium (which is paramagnetic) and nickel (ferromagnetic with
the Curie temperature of about 350  C) was used. Nickel exhibits
very high carbon solubility but does not form carbon-containing
compounds without oxygen, thus ensuring an efficient carbon
supply to the nanostructures.23 On the other hand, yttrium easily
forms carbides, and as such enables a very quick nucleation of
the carbon nanostructures. Note that the melting points for both
these metals are very close, so the catalyst alloy nanoparticles
have a stable aggregate structure. In this way, the Y-Ni catalyst
alloy was customized to exhibit the excellent nucleation/growth
support ability when hot (in the optimum growth zone), and the
ferromagnetic response when cooled down below 350  C (in the
magnetic separation zone). Our previous experiments have
proven the effectiveness of this catalyst alloy for the large-scale
carbon nanostructure production.24
Characterization of graphene samples
The carbon samples were collected from the discharge
enhancing/separating magnet unit (DESMU) side and top
surfaces, and from the chamber walls; detailed description of the
experimental setup can be found in the ESI.† Fig. 1 shows the
images of the representative structures produced. The nanostructured carbon (graphene flakes) could be found on the
magnet surfaces, whereas lacey carbon was found on the
chamber walls. The carbon samples were collected and then
analyzed with the SEM, TEM, AFM, and micro Raman techniques. In Fig. 2 we show representative SEM and TEM images
of carbon samples collected from various parts of the setup.
Fig. 2a, 2b, and 2c are the low-, medium-, and high-magnification SEM images, respectively, of the samples containing
graphene layers, collected from the top and side surfaces of the
magnet (see Fig. 1). The estimated size of the graphene flakes is
approximately 500–2500 nm, with up to 10 graphitic layers.
Some graphene flakes show explicit crystallographic faceting
(e.g., clearly visible hexagon sections in Fig. 2c). It is also seen
that the graphene flakes are surrounded and partially covered by
loose carbon. Fig. 2d and 2e show TEM images of folded
graphene layers in the carbon samples collected from the top and
side surfaces of the magnet, respectively. It is seen that these
fragments contain a few flake-like graphene layers, up to 3. In
Fig. 2f we show the TEM image of the sample containing carbon
nanotubes, collected from the side surfaces (remote from the
discharge) of the DESMU. It should also be pointed out that
a typical catalyst size found by the TEM was approximately 2 to
10 nm. The SEM analysis of the deposits found on the magnet
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010

Fig. 2 Representative SEM and TEM images of various carbon deposits
collected in different collection areas. (a–c) Low-, medium-, and highmagnification SEM images of the samples containing graphene layers,
collected from the top and side surfaces of the magnet. (d, e) TEM image
of folded graphene layers in the carbon sample collected from the top and
side surfaces of the magnet, respectively. (f) TEM image of the sample
containing carbon nanotube bundles, collected from the side surfaces
(remote from the discharge) of the magnet.

allows a rough estimate of the production rate to be about 1 cm2
of graphene per hour of operation of the arc discharge at 50 A, or
0.02 cm2 h 1A 1.
In Fig. 3 we show the results of characterization of the samples
collected at the top surface of the DESMU by the AFM, Raman,
and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) techniques. The
atomic force microscopy clearly revealed the presence of flakelike structures with the surface size of around one micron and
a height variation of 1.5 nm (Fig. 3a, b). The Raman characterization of the specimens collected from the side surfaces of the
magnet showed the occurrence of a weak D-peak at around
1325 cm 1, which is related to the amount of defects in sp2 bonds
(Fig. 3c).25 The SAED TEM pattern from a similar specimen
collected from the top surface of the magnet is shown in Fig. 3e.
It reveals the pattern expected for a hexagonal close-packed
crystal with the incident beam close to (0001) plane; some
additional details on the results obtained by the Raman spectroscopy can be found in the ESI.†
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Fig. 3 Microanalysis of the samples shown in Fig. 1 and 2. (a, b) 3D reconstruction and profile of the specimens collected at the top side of the magnet.
The presence of flake-like structures with the surface size of around 1 mm2 and a height variation of 1–2 nm, as well as the occurrence of ‘‘bumps/
wrinkles’’ with the height variation about 0.5 nm are clearly revealed. (c) Raman spectra of the samples collected from the side surfaces of the magnet,
cathode, and chamber walls. (d) Fragment of TEM photo of the folded graphene layers. (e) SAED pattern generated by the specimen collected from the
top surface of the magnet.

Experimental

Conclusions

The GFs and CNTs were produced in an arc discharge setup
fitted with an additional discharge enhancing/separating magnet
unit (DESMU), a graphite cathode of 0.5 in. dia., and a graphite
hollow rod anode of 0.25 in. dia. filled with a mixture of carbon
and Y-Ni catalyst powder (particle size of 0.1 to 1 mm) in 1 : 4
ratio. The process was conducted in a cylindrical stainless steel
chamber with the total volume of 4500 cm3 (27 cm in length and
14.5 cm dia.). The graphite anode and cathode were oriented
along the vertical axis of the chamber. Graphene and nanotube
samples were collected from the top and side surfaces of the
DESMU (permanent magnet sides), the total collection area was
2500 mm2. The permanent magnet installed in the DESMU was
not externally biased, i.e., it was under the floating potential.
With the typical electron temperature in the discharge plasma
being 0.5–1.0 eV,20 the floating potential of the magnet (and
hence the potential of the sample collection surfaces) was only
several volts. Our previous experiments have demonstrated that
helium discharges are very effective for the carbon nanostructure
production.21,26,27 This is why the process was conducted in
helium at a gas pressure of 500 Torr. The graphene collection
surfaces were cleaned from the deposit after each experiment and
degreased with methanol before running the process. The
detailed description of the system can be found in the ESI,† and
also in our recent publications.21,24
We have found that the magnetic field strongly enhances the
arc discharge. Indeed, with the DESMU installed, the plasma arc
(normally confined between the cathode and the anode) is
stretched towards the magnet. Several consecutive photographs
for the four time moments are shown in Fig. 1 from which one
can see that the arc discharge is indeed altered by the external
non-uniform magnetic field and becomes anisotropic, due to
strong magnetization of the plasma electrons in the magnetic
field as can be seen in Fig. 1. The test runs without the use of the
catalyst, as well as the similarly catalyzed process conducted at
zero magnetic field did not reveal any significant nanostructure
growth.

Our unique, yet simple plasma-enabled approach demonstrates
a novel deterministic technique for the effective large-scale,
single-step synthesis and separation of the high-quality carbon
nanotubes and graphene flakes in arc discharge plasmas. This in
turn offers tantalizing prospects for the numerous applications in
molecular sensors, single-electron transistors, supercapacitors,
non-volatile memory devices, integrated circuits, atomic-scale
switches and other carbon-based electronic and magneto-electronic devices.
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